
StandOut. 

1 Select Performance Pulse from the My Teams menu. 

2 Select a team member.

3 Answer the four evaluation questions and Save.

Quick-Start Guide: Performance Pulse

Team Leaders
Know this… Your ratings will not be shared with your team members as individual data 
points.
Do this… Consider the whole experience of working with a team member, not just a 
specific skill or moment.
Best practice… Complete Performance Pulses quarterly.

Org Leaders
Know this… Performance Pulse produces reliable data in less time.
Do this… Encourage other leaders across the organization to complete 
Performance Pulses for all their team members.
Best practice… Use organizational data to inform talent development strategy.

GET STARTED

HIGHLIGHTS

JUST FOR YOU

By the End of March
Review your teams and 
complete Performance Pulse for 
team members.

Continously 
Focus on the work by 
continuing weekly Check-Ins. 

Quarterly 
Continue deploying 
Engagement Pulse and 
complete Performance Pulse 
for the best picture of 
engagement and performance 
on your team. 

WHAT’S NEXT
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As a leader, you have the best insight into your team members’ performance. 
The Performance Pulse is a simple, valid way to capture team members’ performance from the point of view of 
the person who works closely with them every day: you. 
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Capture Complete a Performance Pulse for each team 
member at least once per quarter. 

Rely Performance Pulse data is analyzed to remove 
rater bias, ensuring valid ratings across the 
organization.

Review Previous Performance Pulse results are 
available for review at the bottom of the page. 



StandOut. 

FAQ: Performance Pulse
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Frequently Asked Questions. 

Performance Pulse represents a radical shift away from traditional performance review processes. 

Below are responses to a few of the most common questions leaders raise. 
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Does this replace our old performance review process?
Yes. The StandOut Performance Pulse is a quicker, easier, and more relevant method of 
tracking performance than the annual review. 

How is Performance Pulse different from our old approach?

• It’s fast. It will only take you a minute per employee each quarter (there are only 4 questions!)

• It’s based upon research designed to get to the heart of each person’s performance and
eliminate the rating bias that can plague more conventional reviews.

• It allows you to weigh in on your team members’ performance more frequently. Performance is a film,
not a snapshot. It’s a continuous process that happens all year long, not once a year; it should be
measured accordingly.

What about those bigger conversations we should have with our employees?

You’ll still have those. They will be called "Talent Conversations". We’ll be reminding you to do that 
periodically. Several tools in your StandOut Manager program were created to provide structure 
and guidance on having these conversations. You will also be encouraged to regularly use the 9-Box 
Talent Management Matrix (introduced in 2015). 

What will Performance Pulse “ratings” be used for?
Aggregated Performance Pulse ratings will be used to help determine differential merit increases and extraordinary 
performance awards

• We don’t have a set number of each “rating” that must be given (forcing the curve).

• We’ll use the natural variation in employee performance across the entire organization to
determine the differential merit increases.

• Most employees will be getting the same percentage increase as their peers with an on-track award as we did in 2016.

What about goals?

Performance Pulse doesn’t calibrate performance results against specific goals determined on an annual 
basis. Goals change and shift almost as soon as they’re recorded, and our systems need to reflect that 
reality. The first Performance Pulse question, “I always go to this team member for extraordinary results,” 
provides insights into an employee’s entire body of work. This does not mean that goals are not important 
or shouldn’t be discussed. But Performance Pulse creates a more reliable record of performance by taking 
into account the whole picture.




